Assignments 4

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed.
As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

1) Arrange the steps of a simulation study in an appropriate order and choose the correct option from below.
   A: Design simulation experiments
   B: Collect data and define the model
   C: Conduct pilot runs
   D: Analyze output data and derive valid conclusion
   E: Formulate the plan of study
   
   Accepted Answers:
   E - B - C - A - D
   D - B - C - E - A
   C - B - E - D - A
   B - D - E - A - B
   
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0

2) On the basis of the given statements, choose the correct option.
   Statement I: SIMAN is a special purpose simulation package.
   Statement II: SIMAN is quick compared to general purpose programming language.
   
   Accepted Answers:
   Only Statement II is correct
   Both Statement I and Statement II are correct
   Both Statement I and Statement II are not correct
   
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0

3) When the programmed model gets invalidated in a simulation study then which of the following task is the next logical step to perform?
   Design Simulation experiments
   Extract business insights
   Check the conceptual model
   Analyze output data
   
   Accepted Answers:
   Check the conceptual model
   
4) "Sieze Delay Process in the attribute sections of the process module is a value-addition system"
   Is this statement True or False?
   
   Accepted Answers:
   True
   False
   
5) Which of the following process tab provides the capability to model continuous simulation models in the ARENA?
   Basic Process
   Flow Process
   Packaging Process
   None of these
   
   Accepted Answers:
   Flow Process